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Construction law -- Contracts -- Breach -- By owner -- Delay -- Site unavailability -- Remedies --
Contractual remedies -- Action by builder against subdivision development company for breach of
contract and misrepresentation damages allowed in part -- Plaintiff agreed to purchase 18
fully-serviced lots -- Defendant breached contract by failing to provide operational sewage system
-- Breach caused delays in obtaining permits and slow sales, though plaintiff did not lose on all lots
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and was overly-optimistic about others -- Plaintiff awarded $450,000 for losses -- Defendant
misrepresented financing to outsmart plaintiff into giving up four lots, so plaintiff awarded
$858,000 compensation -- Defendant's failure to remove dirt piles and install storm drainage was
breach so plaintiff awarded $61,515 costs incurred.

Contracts -- Misrepresentation -- What constitutes -- Negligent misrepresentation -- Action by
builder against subdivision development company for breach of contract and misrepresentation
damages allowed in part -- Plaintiff agreed to purchase 18 fully-serviced lots -- Defendant
breached contract by failing to provide operational sewage system -- Breach caused delays in
obtaining permits and slow sales, though plaintiff did not lose on all lots and was overly-optimistic
about others -- Plaintiff awarded $450,000 for losses -- Defendant misrepresented financing to
outsmart plaintiff into giving up four lots, so plaintiff awarded $858,000 compensation --
Defendant's failure to remove dirt piles and install storm drainage was breach so plaintiff awarded
$61,515 costs incurred.

Damages -- In contract -- Breach of contract -- Loss of business opportunity -- Loss of profit --
Consequent to breach -- Type of contract -- Construction and building -- Action by builder against
subdivision development company for breach of contract and misrepresentation damages allowed
in part -- Plaintiff agreed to purchase 18 fully-serviced lots -- Defendant breached contract by
failing to provide operational sewage system -- Breach caused delays in obtaining permits and slow
sales, though plaintiff did not lose on all lots and was overly-optimistic about others -- Plaintiff
awarded $450,000 for losses -- Defendant misrepresented financing to outsmart plaintiff into giving
up four lots, so plaintiff awarded $858,000 compensation -- Defendant's failure to remove dirt piles
and install storm drainage was breach so plaintiff awarded $61,515 costs incurred.

Real property law -- Sale of land -- Agreement of purchase and sale -- Breach of -- Express term --
Purchase price -- Completion -- Adjustments -- Misrepresentation -- Negligent misrepresentation --
Remedies -- Damages -- Action by builder against subdivision development company for breach of
contract and misrepresentation damages allowed in part -- Plaintiff agreed to purchase 18
fully-serviced lots -- Defendant breached contract by failing to provide operational sewage system
-- Breach caused delays in obtaining permits and slow sales, though plaintiff did not lose on all lots
and was overly-optimistic about others -- Plaintiff awarded $450,000 for losses -- Defendant
misrepresented financing to outsmart plaintiff into giving up four lots, so plaintiff awarded
$858,000 compensation -- Defendant's failure to remove dirt piles and install storm drainage was
breach so plaintiff awarded $61,515 costs incurred.

Action by the builder against the subdivision company for damages for breach of contract and
misrepresentation. The parties executed a contract under which the plaintiff would purchase 18
fully-serviced lots in the defendant's subdivision. The contract was modified several times to
increase the deposit and change the closing dates as the defendant was not yet ready to close. The
plaintiff agreed willingly to these changes as it was confident in the defendant's ability to close and
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commitment to building in this development. However, in 2005, the defendant told the plaintiff it
had financing issues and had to increase its equity, so the plaintiff would have to give back some
lots or increase the purchase price of others. The defendant told the plaintiff that if the plaintiff did
not agree, the financer would foreclose on the entire site and the plaintiff would lose everything. In
reality, the financer had not demanded repayment. The plaintiff obtained legal advice and agreed to
give back four lots. The defendant did not advise the plaintiff it had already obtained refinancing
that was not conditional on the plaintiff giving back lots or increasing the purchase price. The
defendant also failed to advise the plaintiff the sewage system was unlikely to be completed before
2008. The plaintiff built five houses by the time it learned the sewage system was not completed.
The defendant eventually began pumping and hauling effluent away, but this was contrary to health
regulations and led to complaints about odour. The town stopped issuing building and occupancy
permits as a result. By the time the plaintiff was able to obtain building permits again in 2008, the
market had cooled. The plaintiff also incurred costs for dirt piles the defendant left on certain lots
and the defendant's failure to install storm drainage. The plaintiff currently had four lots under
construction for which it was not seeking damages. The defendant denied any misrepresentations
and argued it provided fully serviced lots as required but was willing to remedy any errors.

HELD: Action allowed in part. The contract required the defendant to provide "fully serviced lots",
which meant a fully operational community sewage disposal system at the time of closing. The
defendant breached the contract by failing to have the sewage system ready and this lead to delays
in obtaining building and occupancy permits. The pump and haul system provided by the defendant
was not sufficient. The plaintiff relied on the defendant's information about project status and the
defendant made substantial misrepresentations about financing in order to outsmart the plaintiff into
returning four lots after the plaintiff refused to pay more. The removal of dirt and installation of
drainage were the defendant's responsibility, so failure to complete these tasks constituted breach of
contract. All of the plaintiff's damages were foreseeable but there was uncertainty in calculating loss
of profits. The loss of profits was calculated based on additional costs, loss of sale price and loss of
opportunity. The plaintiff sold three properties during the peak, so there were no losses on those
properties. The plaintiff's estimates of how fast other properties would sell was likely overly
optimistic. The damages for sale losses were assessed at $450,000. The plaintiff was entitled to be
put in the position it would have been in without the misrepresentations, so was awarded $858,000
for the loss of four lots. The plaintiff was also awarded $61,515 costs incurred for storm drainage
and dirt piles. The total award was $1,369,515.

Statutes, Regulations and Rules Cited:

Land Title Act, RSBC 1996, CHAPTER 250, s. 219

Municipal Sewage Regulation, B.C. Reg. 129/99,

Counsel:

Counsel for the Plaintiff: A.D. Gay.
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Counsel for the Defendant: R.K. Oliver.

Reasons for Judgment

J.R. DILLON J.:--

Introduction

1 The plaintiff, W.E. Industries Ltd., a house building company, claims against the defendant,
618061 B.C. Ltd., a subdivision development company, for breach of contract for failure to deliver
19 fully serviced lots in a subdivision that the defendant company developed. The plaintiff says that
the defendant failed to provide a sewage system to the lots in accordance with the terms of the
contract. The plaintiff also says that the defendant misrepresented that the defendant's company's
financing for the project was in jeopardy and required the plaintiff to give up lots or pay more for
them if the project was to continue, causing the plaintiff to agree to modification of the contract to
remove four lots from the sale. Further, the plaintiff claims that this misrepresentation was untrue,
inaccurate, misleading, and negligently made and that the plaintiff suffered damage and that the
defendant has been unjustly enriched. The plaintiff also says that the decision to forgo four lots was
made under duress. In further breach of contract and in nuisance and trespass, the plaintiff claims
that the defendant left piles of dirt and rocks on certain of the plaintiff's lots and failed to provide
storm service to three lots.

2 The defendant says that it provided the plaintiff with fully serviced lots according to the
contract. It says that there was no misrepresentation as to the financing because it was a requirement
for continued financing that the plaintiff give up lots or pay more for them and that the plaintiff
freely agreed to modify the contract accordingly. The defendant accepted that dirt and rocks were
placed on the plaintiff's lots, but says that this was done with the plaintiff's consent and without
inconvenience to the plaintiff. The defendant says that errors in the storm drainage system were not
its fault and will be corrected if the plaintiff provides an easement for this purpose.

Facts

3 W.E. Industries Ltd. is a family owned company which is in the business of constructing and
selling homes in the Lower Mainland of British Columbia. Its president, Gordon Eberwein
("Eberwein"), took over the business from his father 10 years ago after practising in real estate and
building for 22 years. Eberwein is experienced in the purchase of building lots. The plaintiff
company had a strong reputation for building high quality homes.

4 The defendant company was incorporated solely as the owner/developer of a subdivision near
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Crystal Creek Drive in the Village of Anmore ("subdivision" and "Anmore"). The subdivision was
to be built in two phases. Only Phase I has been completed. The defendant originally proposed
individual sewage disposal systems for each lot; however, this meant that the lots would have to be
larger in size. George Klumper ("Klumper"), the project manager for the defendant, proposed a
community septic disposal system to Anmore with the assurance that a large reputable company,
bcg Services ("bcg"), later known as Terasen Multi-Utility Services Inc. ("Terasen"), and then later
known as Corix, would own and operate the system. Terasen was a large, professional, and
respected company whose involvement lent assurance to the municipality and others that the
proposed community sewage system was viable. This was important to Anmore because of failures
of community sewage systems in the past. The community sewage disposal system had several
components, including a wastewater treatment plant, electrical services, sanitary lines from
individual homes, pump stations, and a disposal field, all of which is generally referred to here as
the "septic system" or "sewage system" or "wastewater system". The defendant originally intended
that bcg would start construction of the septic system in the summer of 2002. This did not occur.

5 On June 27, 2002, the plaintiff agreed to purchase 13 "fully serviced" lots with an option to
purchase four more lots, in the subdivision (the "original agreement"). There were terms for
payment of a $200,000 non-refundable deposit and prices fixed for every lot. The defendant
warranted that a "sewage disposal system, individual or community", would be "supplied to lots at
lot line", along with "municipal water". The closing for 13 lots was to be upon lot registration
expected no later than December 15, 2002. Eberwein signed as authorized signatory for the plaintiff
and Klumper signed for the defendant.

6 The original agreement did not complete because the defendant had not completed bylaw
matters with Anmore, had not finalized the contractor for the sewage system, had not finalized the
layout of the lots in the subdivision, and other aspects of the developer's substructure had not been
completed. The plaintiff did not ask for his deposit back when the defendant did not complete.
Based upon the time between signing and closing in the original agreement, Eberwein thought that
eight months was required by the defendant to prepare the lots for builders.

7 In the meantime, the defendant continued its efforts with Anmore to obtain approval of a
community wastewater system as part of the approval process for the subdivision. bcg wrote to
Anmore in the fall of 2002 to advise that it would design, build and operate the system. By April 3,
2003, bcg confirmed with Anmore that it would manage and finance the construction of the project
and would own and operate the wastewater treatment plant after completion. The chief
administrative officer for Anmore, William Carley ("Carley") testified that the involvement of bcg
as described by Klumper to village council was key to the village's approval of the community
sewage system. The defendant and Terasen entered into an agreement on April 18, 2003 for Terasen
to design and build the sewage system that was to be paid for by the defendant with Terasen putting
up $2,000,000 as a mortgage loan to finance the construction. In August 2003, the defendant and
Terasen agreed that Terasen would own and operate the system provided that Anmore approved the
system and a restrictive covenant was registered against the lands. The agreement was not to take
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effect until the provincial ministry approved the wastewater assurance plan, something that never
happened despite efforts by Terasen.

8 The plaintiff and the defendant entered into another contract of purchase and sale on April 7,
2003 (the "contract") which was to complete in June. The plaintiff agreed to purchase "fully
serviced lots" and the defendant warranted that the "service" of a "sewage disposal system,
individual or community" would be "supplied to lots at lot line". A non-refundable deposit of
$200,000 had already been paid to the defendant. Seven lots in Phase I, in the Westridge cul-de-sac,
were to be registered and closed on June 15, 2003, and 12 lots in Phase II, in Deerview and Crystal
Creek, were to be registered and closed on September 15, 2003. The lot numbers and prices had
been changed from the original agreement, but the location of the lots that the plaintiff bought
remained the same. Both parties were certain now of the lots that the plaintiff was to purchase,
although the identification numbers were to change as time went on. The contract was drafted by
the defendant and Eberwein accepted the dates that the developer had set out for completion. He
arranged for completion financing which was about $225,000 per lot, to be paid in phases at three
and two months apart.

9 The contract was varied by "Addendum/Amendment" on June 19, 2003, June 25, 2004, March
31, 2005, and August 2, 2005 to increase the deposit, provide for a maintenance bond for Anmore
and change the closing dates. Each time, the defendant had not completed the subdivision and each
time the plaintiff had prepared financing and was ready to complete. The plaintiff agreed to proceed
despite lapses because he was confident in the defendant's estimated completion date and the
defendant's ability to perform. Eberwein knew that the defendant needed his deposit monies.
Klumper and Eberwein had talked from time to time as the contract closing dates passed. Although
Klumper had explained that the development had proceeded slower than expected with cost
overruns and engineering problems, he did not keep Eberwein abreast of developments. Instead, he
expressed confidence each time in the estimated completion date. The nature of the problems that
the defendant faced during each period was not specifically identified and is not relevant except that
the deposit was increased to assist with the defendant's change to a community sewage system.
Suffice to say that the defendant failed to complete each time due to problems attributable to the
defendant. Each time that a new completion date was set, Klumper indicated that the delay would
be six or eight months only, not long enough for Eberwein to concentrate on building elsewhere.
Although there were gaps between the agreed closing dates and the next addendum agreement, at no
time did either party treat the contract as at an end. Also, the defendant never requested and the
parties never renegotiated the purchase price of the plaintiff's lots.

10 By August 2004, the wastewater treatment system was still only at the design stage. bcg was
taken over by Terasen and Terasen wrote to Anmore in August 2004 to confirm that the wastewater
treatment system was still under construction but would be purchased by Terasen upon completion
and thereafter managed and operated by Terasen who was a certified operator and would meet all
provincial and municipal standards. Anmore's consultants worked with the defendant's design
engineer. It was never suggested that the system would involve pumping and hauling effluent away
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from the treatment plant. It was certainly clear by this time that Anmore had taken a keen interest
and participation in the design and approval of the system, especially after it had changed the
bylaws to facilitate the subdivision. A special council meeting took place at the request of the
defendant on November 29, 2004 and council approved a restrictive covenant over the subdivision
to ensure that Terasen owned and operated the system.

11 Eberwein assumed from the contract that, upon closing, there would be a fully approved and
completed community sewage system on the properties with an approved and completed water
system so that he could build houses on the lots and sell them without further interruption. By the
contract date, Eberwein knew that the sewage system was to be a community system and not
individual lot systems as had been proposed originally. This was confirmed when Klumper gave
Eberwein a copy of the "homeowner servicing agreement" that was to be provided by Eberwein to
every house purchaser. The homeowner servicing agreement was an agreement between Terasen
and the homeowner that was required before the sale of any lot, according to the August 2003
agreement between the defendant and Terasen. Terasen was described as the owner of the
wastewater/effluent system that serviced the lot owned by the homeowner who agreed to hook into
the system and pay an annual fee. This was given to Eberwein and he was told that each house
purchaser had to agree with it, even though the defendant knew that the August 2003 agreement
with Terasen was still not effective.

12 Although Klumper said at first upon cross-examination that it was not his understanding that
there would be a fully functioning, approved, and completed community sewage system upon
completion, it was clear when his discovery was put to him that Klumper did anticipate that there
would be such a system servicing the lots at the completion date. I reject one of his explanations,
that he thought it was to be individual systems by this time. This is inconsistent with the balance of
the evidence, particularly the representations made to Anmore and the contractual arrangements that
the defendant had in place with Terasen. From this and the contract itself, I conclude that it was a
term of the contract that there would be a fully operating community sewage disposal system
servicing the plaintiff's lots at the completion date.

13 The defendant registered with the provincial Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection for a
discharge for the wastewater treatment facility on April 5, 2005. This registration pursuant to the
Municipal Sewage Regulation, B.C.Reg. 129/99, was obtained before construction of a sewage
system was completed and was conditional upon having received an acceptable restrictive covenant
on the property. It also required the defendant to comply with Municipal Sewage Regulation
requirements related to facility design and construction by qualified professionals. The registration
was copied to Nelson Lang ("Lang"), an engineer from Wedler Engineering, Terasen, and Anmore.

14 The covenant referred to in the provincial registration was given by the defendant to Anmore
in April 2005. The defendant covenanted with Anmore that it would discharge waste water only
through a waste water system built and operated by Terasen or its assigns. There is no evidence that
this covenant was ever assigned. The waste water system was defined to consist of a system of
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sewage drains and pipes, a wastewater treatment plant, and an effluent disposal system built and
operated by Terasen. The covenant was registered against the subdivision lands and Klumper
understood that this covenant applied to each of the lots in the subdivision. Anmore's approval of
the community sewage system was required. The approving officer for Anmore testified that the
involvement of Terasen was a condition of approval for the change from an individual to a
community sewage system. However, by September 2005, Terasen was no longer in charge of
construction of the system and had told the defendant that it would no longer be involved with the
project if it was not completed by October 31, 2005. By November 1, 2005, Terasen was no longer
involved and the defendant had taken over responsibility for the sewage disposal system. When
final approval of the subdivision was given by Anmore in March 2006, Carley testified that the
village had not been informed by Klumper or anyone for the defendant that Terasen was no longer
involved in the wastewater treatment system. Anmore relied upon the covenant when final approval
of the subdivision was given. The provincial ministry that issued the April 2005 registration was
also never informed that Terasen was no longer involved.

15 The defendant was motivated to complete the contract with the plaintiff because of large
interest payments on its loans. Although Klumper testified that each completion date was realistic
from the point of view of completion of his responsibilities and that he did not know why the
contract did not complete in August 2005, his testimony was conflicted because he also said in
cross-examination that he knew that the sewage system had to be completed before he could close
with the plaintiff. He admitted on discovery and confirmed in cross-examination that delays with
the sewage system caused the renewals with the plaintiff. The wastewater treatment system or septic
disposal system clearly was not completed and operational by any of the completion dates. Klumper
testified that there was no completion date in sight for the sewage system in March 2005 and when
asked what was the anticipated date of completion in the summer of 2005, Klumper testified that he
could not give an estimate but thought 2008 or 2009, depending on the number of homes that came
onto the system.

16 As at the last contract addendum date, the plaintiff was to purchase 18 lots at a fixed price for
each numbered lot. By this time, the value of the lots had significantly increased from the purchase
price. Although there were gaps between the closing dates and addendums to the contract, all parties
agreed at all times that it remained in full force and effect.

17 In the summer of 2005, Klumper contacted Eberwein and asked him to contribute to increased
costs for the development. Eberwein did not agree. Then, in late August or early September,
Klumper requested to urgently meet with Eberwein because of financial difficulties with the
development. Klumper had anticipated that there would be "issues" with Eberwein over refinancing
the subdivision. Eberwein testified that Klumper told him that Terasen was being sold to Kinder
Morgan and that Terasen was demanding payment of the $2 million loan that was outstanding with
the defendant. Klumper told Eberwein that he had gone to the defendant's financier, Bancorp, but
had been told that the defendant had insufficient equity for more financing. Klumper told Eberwein
that Bancorp had demanded that, before Terasen could be paid, the defendant increase its equity by
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the plaintiff either giving back some of its lots to the defendant or increasing the purchase price.
Klumper told Eberwein that if he did not agree, Bancorp was in a position to foreclose on the entire
site, in which case, the plaintiff would lose his deposit and any equity that he had built. At no time
did the defendant indicate that there was not a binding contract with the plaintiff in place.

18 Klumper confirmed in cross-examination that he told Eberwein that Terasen had called its
loan and that if the defendant did not secure refinancing, it would lose the project and the plaintiff
would lose its deposit. Klumper told Eberwein that, for the defendant to obtain refinancing, the
plaintiff had to either give up four lots or increase the purchase price. Klumper conveyed a sense of
urgency. Klumper knew that Eberwein was quite upset with the request and told Klumper that he
had to consult his lawyer. Neither Klumper nor Victoria Sawyer ("Sawyer"), the president of the
defendant and a principal in the defendant company along with Klumper, were of a mind at this
time or at any time that there was no agreement in place with the plaintiff, even though the last
addendum was to expire on August 31, 2005.

19 The defendant did not tell the plaintiff at any time that financing could have been obtained
from Bancorp without the plaintiff giving up lots. Nor did the defendant tell the plaintiff that
arrangements with Bancorp involved payment of shareholders loans of the defendant. Nor did the
defendant tell the plaintiff that the arrangement with Bancorp involved payment of loans to a credit
union, wages, payment for Phase II of the development (which Klumper had said that the defendant
had no intention of developing), and cost overruns for Phase I.

20 Discovery evidence of Klumper that was read in by the plaintiff at trial established that
repayment of the Terasen loan was not a factor in the defendant's refinancing of the subdivision
development. Sawyer was mistaken when she testified that Terasen called its loan. Terasen never
demanded payment of the loan. While there were issues with Terasen that needed to be resolved,
Terasen did not demand anything until a letter of September 30, 2005, in which it demanded
completion of construction by October 31, 2005. This was confirmed by Richard McNichol, a
representative of Terasen, who testified that it was around October that he was asked to speak to
Klumper about paying back the Terasen monies because the contract was coming to an end. Terasen
never expressly or impliedly demanded repayment prior to the defendant obtaining refinancing from
Bancorp and did not withdraw from its agreement with the defendant until November 2005.

21 The defendant sought refinancing independent of any demand or notice from Terasen. The
defendant's problems with Terasen, particularly delay in construction of the system, led Klumper to
want to replace the Terasen loan and allow the defendant to take over the system. The defendant
needed refinancing to do so. Klumper told John McKinnon ("McKinnon") of Bancorp that Terasen
was looking for repayment of its loan and that the defendant wanted funds to continue with the
subdivision. The defendant was financed through three mortgages totalling about $4,700,000. The
defendant sought refinancing of $7,150,000 to pay out, among other things: the three mortgages,
including one to Bancorp for about $2,000,000, outstanding bills, bonding, repayment of loans to
Sawyer's sister and wages to Sawyer, and $500,000 towards Phase II costs.
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22 Klumper, who made the arrangements with Bancorp, testified on direct that he discussed the
details of the agreement that he had made with Eberwein with McKinnon. Klumper testified on
direct that Eberwein had orally agreed to take fewer lots before the defendant received the
commitment letter from Bancorp on September 21, 2005; however, he could not remember how
much time had passed since his original conversation. However, on discovery and as admitted in
cross-examination at trial, Klumper had not advised Bancorp prior to September 21 that the plaintiff
had agreed to take four fewer lots. Klumper said that McKinnon told Klumper that Bancorp would
honour the agreement provided that the plaintiff either paid the appraised value of the lots or took
fewer lots. McKinnon's recollection was not the same. McKinnon said that he was aware that the
plaintiff had purchased 17 lots in the subdivision, that the sale had collapsed and was "up in the air",
and that it would not be resolved by the time that Bancorp committed to refinancing. There was no
discussion or condition that the plaintiff give up lots.

23 These discussions were taking place between late August and September 12, 2005. Klumper
knew that Eberwein had not agreed because he had been upset and wanted to consult his lawyer.
The amended statement of defence stated in paras. 7(g), 8(d), 11, 13(a) and 13(d) that the plaintiff
did not agree to reduce the number of lots until December 2005. Klumper acknowledged that he had
instructed his lawyer about this. McKinnon's recollection fits with the state of the contract at the
time, the details of the commitment letter as discussed below, the date of the final addendum to the
contract, and Eberwein's testimony about the timing of all of this. I conclude that that Eberwein had
not told Klumper whether he would accept the changed arrangements prior to the defendant
concluding arrangements with Bancorp for refinancing and that Bancorp never requested and was
not informed that Eberwein had agreed to pay more or take fewer lots.

24 Bancorp, the proposed financier for a new first mortgage, required a minimum appraised value
of $11,900,000 to meet the defendant's request for $7,100,000. It was a special condition of the first
mortgage that Bancorp be satisfied that Terasen's sewage system had been approved and completed
and that it would be continually maintained by Terasen's successor. The defendant accepted these
terms on September 12, 2005.

25 Discussions with Bancorp had begun before the appraiser inspected the property on August
30, 2005. No information was given to the appraiser about the plaintiff's contract to purchase 18
lots. The appraiser was given the defendant's budget for the subdivision which revealed that only
1/3 of the planned budget for the sewage system had been spent. The appraised value of a
completed subdivision, including the plaintiff's lots, was given at $11,970,000 on September 16,
2005. Each of the plaintiff's lots were valued at between $330,000 and $355,000, about $110,000
more than Eberwein had agreed to pay in 2003. If Eberwein took four fewer lots, the defendant
stood to gain about $450,000, not enough for the defendant to gain the $800,000 in equity that it
stated in the amended statement of defence was necessary to obtain the Bancorp loan. Neither
Sawyer nor Klumper could explain the $800,000 figure. Although Sawyer suggested that she signed
a promissory note for the difference, there was none in evidence and I conclude that there never was
one.
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26 Bancorp committed to refinancing the defendant on September 21, 2005. Both Klumper and
Sawyer signed the commitment letter before they knew whether Eberwein would agree to give up
four lots or pay more for them. There was an approved lot price list and the defendant had to obtain
Bancorp's approval before any sale of lots below 95% of the approved lot price. The defendant had
not informed Bancorp that the plaintiff would take four fewer lots than had been previously agreed
by the time that the refinancing was completed. Bancorp's commitment letter expected that the
plaintiff would purchase 17 lots for a value of $3,800,000: however, how this value was determined
was not discussed and, importantly, this was not a condition of the financing for Phase I according
to McKinnon. Nor did it matter where the defendant obtained the $3,800,000: it could come from
the plaintiff or someone else, including another lender. The $3,800,000 was required to be paid on
the mortgage before any future financing would be arranged for Phase II. There was no specific
plan for the payment and none was discussed. McKinnon said that Bancorp did not rely on the
plaintiff's sale as part of their commitment and "did not really care" about it.

27 What was a condition for financing, as distinguished by McKinnon, was Bancorp's
satisfaction that the Terasen sewage system had been approved and completed. Klumper did not
remember at first what had been supplied to Bancorp to satisfy this requirement: however, in
cross-examination, he said that he had supplied a copy of the 2003 Terasen agreement. He could not
remember what he had told McKinnon about this: but, Klumper knew that the system was not
scheduled to be completed for two years because he planned to do the work as the number of
occupied homes increased. Klumper knew that it was important to Bancorp that Terasen was
assured as a long term operator of the system. McKinnon said that another underwriter within
Bancorp would have assured that this condition was met before Bancorp signed off on the
mortgage. He assumed that a professional engineering letter was provided indicating that the system
was completed. This explains McKinnon's confusion when he later learned that occupancy permits
were held up by Anmore for non-completion of the sewage system. Klumper said that Bancorp
never requested anything to satisfy this requirement. The defendant received the first advance and
the mortgage was registered by September 30, 2005. Bancorp held back $1,273,000 from the initial
advance as a projects cost and interest reserve, along with the $500,000 for Phase II. The funding
was used to pay out Terasen whose funding had been fully utilized by the defendant even though
the sewage system was not completed, to pay for loans for construction costs related to the
development, to repay shareholder loans and wages, and to pay for Phase II of the project. The
defendant still has not commenced construction of Phase II. The Bancorp mortgage had not been
discharged as at the date of trial.

28 In the meantime, Eberwein had not given Klumper an immediate response but sought legal
advice. Eventually, in December 2005, he agreed not to close on 4 lots, including Lots 225 and 229
on Westridge, Lot 1522 on Crystal Creek, and Lot 116 on Deerview. Eberwein denied that he
agreed because his lawyer had advised to do whatever it took to keep the deal alive. Klumper had
not told Eberwein that the refinancing had been completed without Eberwein giving up the four
lots. The plaintiff had been ready to pay for all of the 18 lots that it planned to purchase. The value
for the lots had increased from 2003-2006. Eberwein was certainly aware of this and that his
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potential deposit of $500,000 had contributed to the defendant's ability to develop the lots. Klumper
was also aware that the value had increased but needed the plaintiff's financial participation to retain
the defendant's financing. The timeline for sale of the properties still looked good. Of the four lots
that the plaintiff agreed not to close on, 1522 Crystal Creek had a water tower on the lot that
Anmore wanted removed once the development was connected to the municipal water supply, one
was near the sewage treatment plant, and another had an easement over it. While the prices for these
lots varied because of these features, all were still buildable lots that the plaintiff had planned to
build on.

29 The final addendum to the contract was dated December 8, 2005. The deposit amount was
$500,000. The plaintiff agreed to purchase 14 lots. The plaintiff also agreed to contribute $68,653 to
Anmore as a security deposit for work that the defendant was to complete on the subdivision. The
completion date of April 28, 2006 was later extended to May 2, 2006. The contract did complete on
May 16, 2006 ("completion date"). There had been a delay in the completion due to a dispute which
was resolved by the plaintiff paying the defendant $12,000 for loss of interest monies and the
defendant agreeing and then clearing dirt from the plaintiff's 213 Westridge lot. However, the
defendant had not obtained approval of the subdivision from Anmore until May 2006.

30 Klumper never indicated that the sewage system was the cause of any delays in completion of
the contract. Eberwein understood through to May 2006 that the system was to be built and operated
by Terasen. Klumper never told him otherwise and never provided any other document or
agreement for any homeowners to consider or sign. Klumper did not advise Eberwein before the
completion date that the sewage system was not finished or that it was not expected to be finished
until 2008 or 2009. This conduct is consistent with Klumper's representations and conduct to others
throughout.

31 To obtain completion financing, the plaintiff had assured its financier that the lots were
complete. Klumper had told Eberwein that the development was completed. He did not mention the
status of the sewage system. The plaintiff had not been informed that Terasen would not be the
owner or manager of the sewage system. Eberwein continued to give copies of the homeowner
servicing agreement to prospective purchasers throughout the following year. Eberwein
acknowledged that there were service lines to each purchased lot, including a sewage pipe.

32 A "fully serviced" lot is a term used in development to mean that all services are provided to a
lot so that it can be built upon and sold with no impediments to building, according to Eberwein. He
said that the industry standard is that a lot is to have full service completion by the time that the lot
is paid for so that it is completely ready to build upon. Klumper said on discovery and in
cross-examination that "fully serviced" included sewage in compliance with all requirements of
governing bodies. Although he maintained in direct testimony that the system was operational
throughout because the lines to the houses were complete, he knew that the defendant contemplated
a professionally confirmed and completed sewage system by the completion date of the contract.
The defendant admitted that it agreed that each of the plaintiff's lots would have supplied to it a
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community sewage disposal system.

33 When the plaintiff took possession of Deerview Lot 128, it was covered with 200 loads of the
defendant's dirt, making it unbuildable. The dirt pile had not been there in April 2003. Eberwein
asked Klumper to remove it; but, although Klumper acknowledged that the dirt was his, he failed to
remove the dirt because the defendant was short on funds. Eberwein arranged for Peter McArthur
("McArthur"), a very experienced and knowledgeable excavator, who worked for both the plaintiff
and the defendant in the subdivision, to remove it. McArthur removed the dirt. He impressively
testified that he could tell what dirt belonged where, whose dirt it was, and the exact amounts that
he moved. I accept his testimony without question both with respect to the dirt piles and with
respect to resolution of storm drainage issues. Klumper's efforts at trial to reduce the amount of dirt
as belonging to the defendant did not withstand scrutiny and does not measure up to McArthur's
testimony. Further, it became apparent that the defendant just did not want to pay McArthur to
remove the dirt at the time.

34 There was an issue about storm drainage at 217 Westridge and 124,128, and 132 Deerview.
No drainage ditch had been provided by the defendant. Eberwein testified in cross-examination that
Klumper had agreed that this was his responsibility and that he would complete the drainage.
Klumper acknowledged this upon discovery and at trial. He said that the defendant paid for all other
storm drainage to lots and must have missed the work on the Deerview sites. The defendant
eventually arranged to put in the service at 217 Westridge at its cost. There was no agreement that
the plaintiff would put an easement over his lots in exchange for the drainage. In fact, Eberwein was
never asked and the defendant never came forward with a proposal. Nothing happened with respect
to the other lots and Anmore required drainage in place. Eberwein eventually arranged for
McArthur to put in the service to the 3 Deerview lots. Eberwein testified that storm drainage was to
be part of a "fully serviced" lot. McArthur described that he had previously discussed the storm
ditching with Klumper and did not know why it had not been completed. He used the same service
companies for blasting and trucking as did Klumper. He explained what was done and his invoices,
all of which is completely accepted.

35 Eberwein was building five homes in July 2007: 213, 217, and 205 Westridge, 120 Deerview,
and 1539 Crystal Creek. It took about ten months to build a home. His strategy was to build two
homes as show homes to use for marketing the rest. He had sold three homes and one lot by
September 2007, with a management fee to build on the sold lot. When the plaintiff finished its first
home at 213 Westridge in June 2007, Eberwein obtained final inspection approval from Anmore.
Eberwein mistakenly thought that this signified that the home was complete and ready for
occupation. However, the next day, he was told by Gary Morrissey ("Morrissey"), the Anmore
building inspector, that the village could not issue an occupancy permit because they had just
discovered that the sewage system was not completed. Morrissey testified that septic approval was
required before a building or occupancy permit would be issued and there were no confirming
professional reports for the subdivision.
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36 In fact, Anmore had just found out that Terasen was no longer involved, that the sewage
system had not been completed, and that it was not operational. Carley instructed Morrissey not to
issue any more building permits until the matter was sorted out. Anmore also refused thereafter to
issue any occupancy permits for the plaintiff's homes. Nonetheless, the purchasers of 213 Westridge
occupied the home in August 2007 and that sale completed. Morrissey testified that he contacted
Klumper and told him that the village needed proof that the treatment plant was operating before
occupancy permits would be issued. Klumper told Morrissey repeatedly in the next months that the
system would be completed soon. I reject Klumper's evidence that he first learned about the
problems with Anmore when his lawyer received a letter from the plaintiff's lawyer on August 23,
2007.

37 Eberwein testified that he immediately contacted Klumper. Klumper acknowledged that the
system was not completed but said that only a few things needed to be done and that it would be
finished in a couple of weeks. This continued all summer. Klumper was in no rush to complete the
system because there were only a few homes occupied and his construction was not affected.
Sawyer testified that the defendant was satisfied to pump and haul effluent until there was a
threshold of about eight or ten houses on the system. Eberwein continued to market his properties.
However, when the system was still not completed by the end of August 2007, the plaintiff's lawyer
wrote to the defendant demanding that a number of issues be addressed, foremost of which was the
communal septic system. The plaintiff demanded that the septic system be completed within 45
days or an action for damages would ensue. Correction of other defects related to storm service and
the dirt pile were also demanded. The defendant's lawyer, Mr. Oliver who continues to act for the
defendant in these proceedings, responded on August 28, 2007 by indicating that a company called
Corix now owned the sewage system and would be completing it in the "next short while". This was
inaccurate. The defendant had no agreement with Corix at the time and was not in a position to
"press Corix...for final completion" as stated in the letter. The defendant also said that it would
complete the storm service to Deerview and Westridge. Plaintiff's counsel responded by putting the
defendant on notice that delays in completion of the sewage system was resulting in delay in
completion of homes and warned that damages for increased financing costs and potential loss of
sales could result. If any sale was delayed by non-performance of the contract, resulting damages
would be claimed.

38 This brought a further response from the defendant's lawyer in a letter dated September 13,
2007. The defendant acknowledged that it had not completed its obligations with respect to the
sewage treatment plant and said that it was taking over responsibility for the plant from Corix, the
successor to Terasen. In fact, this had occurred in 2005. Mr. Oliver also stated that Anmore had
exceeded its jurisdiction in refusing to issue occupancy permits and were unjustifiably using the
functionality of the sewage treatment plant, which was under provincial regulation, as an excuse.
This was certainly not the position of the defendant throughout the Anmore approval process. Nor
was this position ever expressed directly to Anmore or to either Carley or Morrissey with whom
Klumper was in regular contact during this time. When asked at trial in cross-examination, Carley
stated that it was within Anmore's jurisdiction not to issue a building permit unless there was a fully
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operational sewage system in place. Morrissey stated in cross-examination that village building
bylaws required septic approval before a permit could be issued. Although Klumper said initially in
cross-examination that the building inspector could not be expected to check to ensure that the
sewage service was completed before final approval, he changed his evidence once his discovery
was put to him and acknowledged that health and safety issues related to sewage disposal were
legitimately part of Anmore's responsibility. He had not read Anmore's building bylaw that required
proof of compliance to operate a sewage disposal system before an occupancy permit could issue.

39 This was all news to Eberwein who was unaware that Corix were no longer involved. He had
no further direct conversation with Klumper after that except through workers on site or McArthur.
About this time, Eberwein had obtained building permits for 217 and 205 Westridge, 120 Deerview
and 1539 Crystal Creek. He applied for and obtained a building permit for 136 Deerview, but was
told by Morrissey that no other building permits would be issued until the sewage system was
completed. This was confirmed by letter from Morrissey for Anmore on September 18, 2007, when
he said that it was village policy not to issue building permits unless a valid septic system, treatment
plant or sewer was available to the subject property. Anmore would issue all permits being held
when confirmation was received that the sewage system was certified and working.

40 Anmore reneged on the building permit for 136 Deerview and Eberwein was allowed to take
the building only to its foundation. He was supposed to have completed the home by April 2008 but
was delayed until August 2008. In the meantime, Anmore sent a letter to the plaintiff advising that
building permits were not issued unless a valid septic treatment plant was available. As soon as
certification of an operational system was received, Anmore would begin issuing permits.

41 Although Eberwein was uncertain as to who was to finish the system, he concluded this was
the responsibility of the defendant within the obligation to provide fully serviced lots. The
defendant acknowledged this through its counsel by letter of September 13, 2007 and by Klumper
in testimony when he said that after receipt of the letter from plaintiff's counsel, he moved to
complete the sewage system by completing items remaining to be done on a list that had been
prepared by Corix. Anmore also expected the defendant to finish the system. Morrissey testified
that it was the developer who was responsible to obtain approval of the septic system from a
certified engineer. Morrissey told Klumper that certification of the system was required. Both
Carley and Morrissey were told repeatedly by Klumper in the fall of 2007 that it would be finished
within weeks. For that reason, no formal letter was sent to the developer until January 2008. On
January 17, 2008, Anmore wrote to the defendant to formally advise that before Anmore would give
final occupancy permits, complete schedules and certification was required of various systems
associated with the septic system. There was no response to this letter. Particularly, there was no
response indicating that Anmore lacked jurisdiction to deny the permits on this basis.

42 There was a great amount of evidence about the details of completion of the sewage disposal
system. It is unnecessary to go through the details because it was always the responsibility of the
defendant to complete the system. It was known from the beginning that governing bodies required
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a certified operator and certification of completion by professional engineers. The fact of the matter
is that the defendant chose not to proceed with Corix because Klumper concluded that the defendant
could complete the system at less cost. The defendant had taken over construction by 2005. It was
clear at the completion date that the system was neither completed nor operational. Klumper was
well aware of this. Klumper was still completing the system in the spring of 2008 according to a list
of deficiencies that had been prepared by Corix in the summer of 2007 with an eye to coming back
to take over operation of the system. Although some homes were occupied before the system was
eventually certified as completed, the defendant went to the extreme of having to pump and haul
effluent away from the holding tanks for the community sewage system, a practice contrary to
Anmore's policy because it required a permit from the health authority. Anmore was never told
about this practice. Expert evidence was led. From expert and other evidence, I conclude that the
permit from the health authority that was required before pump and haul could occur was never
obtained. It matters not that the effluent discharged from these homes might have been handled by
the sewage system in the sense that the volume was held in a tank. Effluent was discharged into the
disposal field before electrical engineers had signed off on that part of the system. There were
differences of opinion from time to time and at trial as to what was required to finish the system.
Deficiency lists were discussed in evidence. But, it was not until March 2008 that Klumper retained
Nelson Lang of Wedler Engineering (who was an original recipient of the April 2005 provincial
permit) to facilitate and coordinate all final inspections and professional signoffs for the system. It
was not until the spring of 2008 that the defendant obtained a certified facility operator as required.
The final fact of the matter is that professional certification of completion of a community
wastewater treatment system did not come until July 2008. In the meantime, Klumper never
informed Eberwein about the status of the system. Such a system could have been completed within
six months, ignoring supply delivery delay, according to the Corix representative, Paul Nicholls.

43 The plaintiff continued to finish 213 Westridge and 1539 Crystal Creek, obtaining final
inspection approval for Crystal Creek in January 2008. Anmore refused to issue an occupancy
permit. However, by this time, three homes were occupied in the subdivision, including 213
Westridge and 1539 Crystal Creek. None of the defendant's three homes that were near completion
were occupied. Anmore sent a letter to Eberwein on February 1, 2008 with respect to 1539 Crystal
Creek, 213 and 217 Westridge, all of which were then occupied, stating that no occupancy permit
would be issued until the village had written confirmation from certified professionals that there
was a valid septic field or connection to an approved septic disposal system. Anmore warned that it
was unlawful to occupy the premises and to do so would result in legal action. Nonetheless, the
owners of these properties continued to reside there, leading Eberwein to conclude that the effluent
was allowed to build up at the lowest point in the system before being trucked away. There were
complaints of sewage odours.

44 In August 2007, the plaintiff had purchased 209 Westridge from an owner who had originally
bought from the defendant. This brought the number of lots owned by the plaintiff in the
subdivision to 15. The purchase price of $620,000 was considerably more than the original price of
$220,000 for this lot in 2003. Eberwein explained that, at this time, he thought that the sewage
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problems would be resolved within weeks and he had purchasers lined up for the property. The
property was sold on August 30, 2007 as a pre-sale for $1,580,000 with a $150,000 deposit paid in
September 2007 and a plan to complete the building in 11 or 12 months. However, the buyer's
design for the lot could not be built on the size of the lot. Although the buyer was prepared to design
a smaller house, Eberwein decided in January, 2008 that it was unfair to the purchaser to hold his
money for what now was appearing to be an indefinite period. Eberwein agreed with the buyer in
February 2008 to collapse the deal and return the deposit. The property was then re-listed for sale as
a lot. This property was still unsold at the time of trial. This had been a very saleable lot that
Eberwein had expected to sell quickly.

45 In the meantime, Anmore issued another notice to the plaintiff about 217 Westridge, a
completed house, warning that no occupancy permit would be issued until the septic disposal
system had been certified as operational in accordance with provincial statutes. Anmore had told
Klumper that a certified operator was required for the treatment plant and that Anmore required
proof of same. This did not come until July 17, 2008.

46 Eberwein said that the denial of building permits was "devastating" to the plaintiff. With the
show homes built, architects working, and marketing underway in the hottest market that the lower
mainland had seen in years, the plaintiff suddenly was unable to start a home or sell anything just
when it was about to go "full out". Nonetheless, the plaintiff continued with its plans and submitted
building permit applications for 124 Deerview, 201 Westridge, and 1530 Crystal Creek. None were
granted.

47 Klumper was aware that time was of the essence to selling homes and that before homes could
be sold, a completed sewage system had to be in place. However, the defendant said that it was not
affected by Anmore's refusal to issue permits as it had no need to apply for either building or
occupancy permits during the period that Anmore refused to issue permits. The defendant's lawyer
had told the plaintiff in a letter of September 2007 that the defendant would work to complete the
system so that "... our client's own completions are not held up by Anmore". Klumper agreed that if
the defendant had been in a position to request an occupancy permit during that time, there would
have been financial implications. Anmore's refusal had no financial impact upon the defendant and
the defendant did not hasten to complete the system until the delivery of an occupancy permit was
made a condition of the defendant's sale of 320 Forestview. The defendant had sold its show home
in March 2008 for $1,838,000; however, Klumper did not initially tell the purchaser that he could
not obtain an occupancy permit. When the purchaser learned of the occupancy permit problems, he
demanded and obtained an amendment to the contract whereby the defendant was to provide an
occupancy permit by the possession date, June 26, 2008. This was the impetus for the defendant to
complete the sewage system. However, the defendant could not obtain an occupancy permit by the
completion date and obtained an extension of the contract which was then set to complete on
September 30, 2008.

48 The plaintiff began litigation in June 2008. On July 17, 2008, Anmore received the
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professional engineering report from Lang that the wastewater treatment plant for the subdivision
had been constructed and was operational in accordance with the provincial operating permit of
April 2005 and that the operator, Orion Water Service, was engaged to operate and was certified to
do so. Anmore started issuing building permits the same day. There had been a delay of one year.

49 By this time, the market had changed considerably according to Eberwein. He said that he had
sold five homes between May and September 2007, a pace that Eberwein was extremely confident
could be maintained. The plaintiff was fully prepared to take advantage of the rising market. As a
realtor for his own properties, he was familiar with the market, anticipated the spring and fall sales,
and watched the cycles. He had planned to build on all of his lots except four which he planned to
sell as bare lots. He expected to sell out. However, the tide began to turn in April 2008. Eberwein
said that by May 2008, sale price reductions were common in houses in the price range of the
plaintiff's homes and were required if you wanted to sell. When Eberwein noticed a "sold" sign on
one of the defendant's homes, he thought that the sewage system must be near completion in order
to fit with a completion date for that home which he learned was to be in late June 2008. With the
plaintiff's very large loan, sales were crucial. The plaintiff began to aggressively market its
properties with "builder must sell" and "trades considered" slogans. The plaintiff reduced his prices
by four percent.

50 From the end of September 2007 to May 2008, the plaintiff sold three properties, all after the
aggressive sales campaign: 217 Westridge sold at a reduced price in June 2008, 205 Westridge sold
on July 2, 2008 at the listed price plus extras, and 120 Deerview sold at the listed price in May
2008, but the deal collapsed for reasons unrelated to the sewage problem. With the typical buyer
selling their own homes to purchase the plaintiff's home, a completion date was crucial.

51 The sale of 120 Deerview at the list price of $1,600,000 in May 2008 collapsed because the
purchaser could not sell his home. This home eventually re-sold in June 2009 for $1,328,571. The
property had been listed for sale from September 2007 to May 2008 for $1,599,000. Eberwein
testified that this property should have sold in January 2008 when it was at least half completed.
The expected completion date was March 2008.

52 The sale of 217 Westridge for $1,475,000 in June 2008 was conditional upon the plaintiff
providing an unconditional occupancy permit by July 20, 2008, or the plaintiff would have to pay
$20,000 as compensation and the buyer would then have the option to terminate the contract. This
house was a model home that had been completed in November 2007. It had been listed for sale
from September 2007 to December 2007 at $1,599,900 and from January 2008 to April 2008 at
$1,619,000. With buyer interest high, Eberwein testified that he had expected to sell the home by
February 2008, with completion by March 2008. It was occupied as at August 2008.

53 The sale of 205 Westridge on July 2, 2008 for $1,650,000 was conditional upon the buyer
being satisfied with the sewage system by July 14, 2008. This sale price included approximately
$90,000 in upgrades. This house had been listed for sale on June 3, 2008 at $1,560,000. This house
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had been at lock-up stage in January 2008, and Eberwein testified that it would have sold easily at
this time were it not for the sewage issue. The sale actually completed in November 2008.

54 124 Deerview sold for $1,550,000 in November 2008. The price was a combination of lot sale
for $570,000 plus building contract for $980,000 which included a finished basement valued at
$80,000. The building permit application had been submitted in September 2007. This lot was never
listed for sale on the Multiple Listing Service ("MLS"). Eberwein testified that he should have sold
this home as a pre-sale in December 2007. The lot next door at 128 Deerview, which was almost
exactly the same, had sold in September 2007 for $630,000.

55 1530 Crystal Creek sold in April 2010 for $1,439,364. This included a finished basement
valued at $80,000. Construction had started in August 2009, about one year after the expected
completion date. The property was listed for sale in June 2009 for $1,475,000 and remained listed
through February 2010 at increased prices up to $1,580,000. This was a highly desirable sunlit
property with a daylight basement on the greenbelt. The plaintiff had applied for the building permit
in October 2007, and had expected the property to sell as a pre-sale in the active spring market of
2008.

56 201 Westridge sold in May 2010 for $1,294,100. This price included $81,000 in upgrades
including a finished basement. It had been listed for sale from June to September 2009 for
$1,440,000 and from January 2010 to March 2010 at about $1,475,000. As a corner lot, this was an
affordable option in the development that Eberwein testified should have pre-sold in April 2008, but
for the sewage problem. If it had sold, the completion date would have been October 2008.

57 136 Deerview was sold as a pre-sale in June 2007. Eberwein expected to have completed the
sale by April 2008. However, the delay related to the sewage problem resulted in delay in
completion to August 2008.

58 The plaintiff never applied for a building permit for 209 Westridge within the delay period.
The property had sold in August 2007, but the deal collapsed in February 2008 because of the
sewage problem. The lot was listed for sale as a bare lot in March 2008 for $650,000 and in June
2008 for $599,000. Steve Miller's ("Miller") calculations for this property are based upon sale of the
property with a finished home.

59 At time of trial, the plaintiff had four of its lots under construction or awaiting construction.
There is no claim relative to these lots.

60 Eberwein had calculated the potential sales dates and completion dates for each of his seven
properties that form the basis for his claim for damages for loss of profit from delay in sales. These
estimates were based upon the construction schedule for each home and are set out in the expert
opinion report of the chartered accountant, Robert Mackay ("Mackay report" and "Mackay").
Eberwein testified that the typical real estate commission rate for new construction was 5-1/2% on
the first $100,000 and 2-1/2% on the balance. He used the MLS during the delay period for 205,
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217, and 209 Westridge and for 120 Deerview.

61 The plaintiff financed the project originally through Bancorp in early 2007, facilitating the
construction of five homes. As homes were sold, the ratio of debt increased. He changed to Coast
Capital in the summer of 2008 when money became tight for builders and Bancorp's 11% rate did
not compare with the 5-1/2% offered. This resulted in payment of a commitment fee of $27,000.
The sales proceeds from 205 and 217 Westridge in June and July 2008 went directly to the loan.
Eberwein said that the plaintiff planned to apply the proceeds of sale of the properties to the loan
until it was paid. The details of this loan were confirmed by Eberwein and are in evidence. When
Coast Capital decided not to fund builders in the plaintiff's region, the plaintiff returned to Bancorp.
This also resulted in payment of a commitment fee of $37,000, the details of which are included in
the statements of the Bancorp mortgage loan, which is also in evidence. Bancorp required the
plaintiff to pay 95% of the proceeds of sale of a home towards the mortgage. In reviewing the
details of these financial records, Eberwein took care to point out that $400,000 of the Bancorp loan
was for unrelated matters.

62 The plaintiff incurred certain costs related to the removal of dirt piles and to the remediation
of storm drainage. All of the invoices for these costs plus estimates for future remediation are in
evidence and were confirmed by Eberwein and McArthur. Where necessary, Eberwein made
adjustments for amounts not relevant to the properties in question. McArthur confirmed the details
of the work in evidence and, as previously stated, I accept his descriptions of the work as
attributable to whom and his accounts of what drainage was required where and why. These costs
amount to $61,515.48.

Expert Opinion re State of Sewage System

63 Rob Arden ("Arden") was the only engineer called to give expert evidence with respect to the
design, installation, and commissioning of waste water treatment systems. He is a specialist in
onsite wastewater treatment with extensive experience in this field. He testified that the testing of a
completed system, that includes pipes, orifices, chamber panels, an effluent pump chamber and
pumps, is done with potable water, not live effluent. He said that it is not necessary to have live
effluent to commission a septic field. A sewage treatment plant and the septic field can be fully
constructed, tested and reviewed by all applicable engineers before any home is occupied. This is a
standard process.

64 If there are only a few homes on the system once it is completed, tested, and the engineers
have signed off on the project, the biological treatment processes may not fully work. As the flow
increases, the operator must ensure that the effluent quality being emitted into the environment is in
accordance with applicable regulations. Arden was fully aware of requirements from the Ministry of
the Environment who would have issued the defendant the discharge registration in 2005. The
permit pertained to discharge into the environment only. It did not constitute quality assurance from
a qualified professional that the construction methods, materials, and constructed facilities met
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design criteria. Arden confirmed in cross-examination that the Ministry required tests once a system
was in operation. However, this pertained to discharge only and not to the quality of the system
itself. Discharge had to meet the requirements, including operation of the facility by a certified
operator. The use of pump and haul is an emergency, interim, last resort solution to the disposal
problem, not a solution effecting completion of the system. Arden said in his report:

It is noted that if Pump and Haul is proposed as an interim solution, until such
time as there are sufficient number of homes occupied to generate sufficient flow
rates for the satisfactory performance of the STP, then a Sewage Holding Tank
Permit is required from the Fraser Health Authority (FHA). The Holding Tank
Permit requires adherence to specific construction standards. These standards are
detailed in FHA's document entitled Minimum Requirements for the Construction
and Use of Sewage Holding Tanks. Included in the list of requirements are
standards for level controls and warning lights/alarms notifying the operator
when the system is full and needs to be pumped. If these devices are not properly
installed and commissioned, it is possible that sewage could overflow onto the
ground causing pollution and/or a health hazard.

In cross-examination, Arden confirmed again that a permit was required to pump and haul as an
interim measure before a treatment plant was ready and that the hauling had to be done according to
standards. The holding tank for this purpose had to be approved and use of the treatment plant was
not acceptable for storage.

65 Arden also considered the deficiencies in the system as at the date that the initial homes were
occupied. These deficiencies were established and discussed in evidence. There is no contest that
the system was not completed: the only issue is whether there had to be a threshold number of
homes on the system before it could be completed as Klumper testified. Arden stated that
completion of these items was independent of the actual number of homes on the system.

66 From this expert opinion, which I accept, and the evidence, it is apparent that the defendant
could have completed the wastewater treatment facility by the completion date, regardless that there
were no homes discharging into the system. Completion of the wastewater system was not
dependent upon the number of homes that came onto the system. Registration under the Municipal
Sewage Regulation does not mean that discharge can occur. There must still be inspection and
certification by qualified engineers. This was not completed until July 2008. Further, the defendant
was required to have a permit to pump and haul as it did. The defendant never had the required
permit.

Expert Opinion re Damages

67 The plaintiff's claim for damages fell into three categories: damages related to the
misrepresentation and giving up of four lots, damages related to breach of the sewage term of the
contract, and damages related to the dirt pile and drainage. The second category of damage included
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increased financing costs caused by delay, loss of profit cause by a downturn in the market during
the delay, and loss of opportunity. Expert opinion was called to support or deny the amounts
claimed.

68 Miller, a real estate appraiser called by the plaintiff with particular experience with the
Anmore housing market, including this subdivision, provided appraised values of the seven
properties that the plaintiff claims were subject to loss of profit from delay in sale due to the failure
of the defendant to complete the septic system and appraised values of the four lots that are the
subject of the misrepresentation claim. He described Anmore as a very small market with little new
construction. The value of lots depended on many factors including quality, layout and size. If there
was a completed home, Miller attended for purposes of his report. If there was not a completed
home, Miller relied on the plans for the site.

69 Miller based his calculations retrospectively upon hypothetical dates of sale for each of the
seven properties that were provided by plaintiff's counsel based upon evidence of when the property
would have been ready for sale. The seven lots that relate to the alleged breach of contract were
valued as at the following dates: 217 Westridge, 124 Deerview, and 1530 Crystal Creek from
October to December 2007; 205 Westridge,120 Deerview and 201 Westridge from January to
March 2008; and 209 Westridge at April 2008. The four lots that are the subject of the
misrepresentation claim were valued as at December 2005, May 2006, and December 2010. Miller
did not think that the value of the four lots had changed since December 2010. The values at the
related dates are set out in Miller's reports at Exhibit 31.

70 At issue was when the real estate market in Anmore peaked, to ascertain whether the plaintiff
missed the height of the market when there was a delay in ability to sell homes, so increasing the
plaintiff's loss of profit. Both Eberwein and Klumper said that by the fall of 2008, the market had
"fallen out" or "adjusted". The question is whether it peaked in the spring of 2008, just when the
plaintiff was ready to fully market its homes as either completed or as pre-sales. Expert evidence
was conflicted on this point.

71 Miller was of the opinion that the Anmore market peaked in the spring of 2008. He used the
base price point of $1.3 million for analysing trends and absorption rates (the number of houses sold
over a period of time). He reviewed the rising market trend in the fall of 2007 and into 2008 based
upon the MLS average price trend for Greater Vancouver during this period. He considered that
median and average sales prices were not a strong indicator of market peak. Based upon sales, it
appeared that the sales increased 80% to 1.83 per month from January to July 2008, compared to
sales of 1.0 per month in the previous 8 months. The average was two sales per month in the period
from April to July 2008. Sales dropped off sharply in August 2008 and were zero sales a month
from October 2008 through April 2009. He said that it was more appropriate to consider sales over
a narrower horizon than five years so as to isolate those periods of the Anmore market that were of
interest. Miller ultimately said that "the market activity in the 1.3 million + price-point in Anmore
was most prevalent in the early part of 2008 and, more particularly, in the months of April and May
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2008".

72 The plaintiff had sold four homes from May 2007 to August 2007, an average of one per
month. Miller said that the plaintiff had "significant potential" to continue to market its homes at the
same rate in the fall of 2007 and into the spring of 2008. This was based, in part, upon Miller's
review of absorption rates in Anmore during the time that the plaintiff would have been selling its
homes. The rate was 1.83 sales per month between January and July 2008 and 1.357 sales per
month between June 2007 and July 2008. Miller included consideration that the plaintiff did not use
the MLS for all of its homes, so its absorption rate would have been higher than the five year
average MLS absorption rate of 0.77 sales per month. Miller considered the average days on market
for custom built homes of the plaintiff to be 148 days. This was a shorter time period than for other
new construction homes because the plaintiff had already built a show home and had a strong
reputation as a builder. This factor was, however, "not very important" to Miller's conclusions. He
agreed that it was impossible for him to accurately predict to a science whether all seven of the
plaintiff's homes would have sold during this period. However, based upon data and trends, the
plaintiff's absorption rate up to the spring of 2008, the Anmore market at the time, and the product
for sale, Miller concluded that the plaintiff would have continued to sell one home per month during
the peak period.

73 Michael Oord ("Oord"), a real estate appraiser called by the defendant, specialized in
commercial and apartment development. He had no specific experience with the Anmore market.
He had reviewed valuation reports of a realtor, Michelle Forsberg ("Forsberg"), and prepared his
own valuations for the seven properties. He did not have access to any of the homes. The plaintiff
had intended to call Forsberg at trial but illness prevented her from testifying and the plaintiff was
content with Miller's opinion. Oord testified that his valuations for the seven properties were within
5% of Miller's valuations, an acceptable differential.

74 Oord said that the reason why 217 Westridge did not sell before April 2008, although it had
been continually listed for sale from September 4, 2007 to April 22, 2008, was because the list price
was too high. The same was said for 120 Deerview.

75 Oord said that there had been no peak in the Anmore market in March/April 2008 based upon
the equal number of sales in the area both before and after this time and the median price. Oord did
not, however, analyze the number of homes sold in March and April 2008 against the number sold
both before and after. He said that there was a dramatic decline in the market in September 2008.
He said that it was difficult to determine a downward trend prior to that. However, while Oord
initially said that the MLS average price trend for Greater Vancouver for this period failed to take
into account that there was a lag in MLS reporting, he ultimately agreed that it indicated a decline in
the overall market and an overall peak in the spring of 2008. While he disagreed that new home
prices in the $1.3 million price range dropped dramatically in Anmore from March 2008 to spring
2009 because there were no recorded sales between October 2008 and April 2009, he agreed that
the market in Anmore would correlate with the overall Greater Vancouver market. He also agreed
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that the property history that he provided in his report for 120 Deerview showed peak price listing
in February 2008. He also agreed that the real estate market was generally "hot" in March 2008.

76 Oord reported that the absorption rate in Anmore over five years for sales over $1.3 million
was 0.77 per month. Over the last four years, the Anmore market had absorbed 1.0 sale per month
in this price range. If the plaintiff had one sale per month, it would have taken 100% of the sales in
the area, an impossibility according to Oord considering the history of marketing the subject
properties and given other competing homes on the market. Oord said that it typically took 216 days
for a property to sell; however, he did not consider pre-sales and did not know the plaintiff's actual
exposure times. Oord said that a large number of pre-sales indicated a strong product.

77 Miller's opinion is preferred over that of Oord. He was experienced with the Anmore market
and residential appraisals in the area. His opinion as to the market peak in the spring of 2008 is
supported by the balance of the evidence. His evidence as to the absorption rate and the likelihood
of the plaintiff maintaining a sales average of one home per month during the relevant period is
realistic given the higher rate in Anmore during the relevant period which is considered to be the
more accurate predictor than the five year average MLS absorption rate. It is uncontested that the
plaintiff was known to be a reputable builder with a good product. The actual valuation appraisals
of both Miller and Oord as to the prices at which the homes would have sold at various times were
within the acceptable range of difference of opinion between professional appraisers.

78 From the expert opinion and the evidence, I conclude that the Anmore real estate market
peaked in the spring of 2008. The plaintiff would have been in a position to benefit from this peak
as construction and pre-sales of the plaintiff's homes was proceeding well up to August 2007. The
plaintiff's record of sales at 1.0 per month could possibly have been sustained throughout the peak
period, even though three of the expected sales were to have been pre-sales. The plaintiff sold one
house in each of May, June, and July 2008 and three from September 2007 to May 2008. If the
plaintiff's absorption rate of 1.0 was calculated into the Anmore rate during the same period, then
the overall rate would have been 2.2 per month in the relevant period, an increase from the 1.83
actual rate from January to July 2008 as described and accepted by Miller.

79 The Mackay report dealt solely with damages arising from the loss related to the delay in sale
of eight properties. The plaintiff does not claim a loss of profit from the delayed sale of 136
Deerview, but claims costs arising from the delay. This explains why Mackay considered eight
properties, whereas the Miller and Oord reports considered seven properties. Mackay relied
extensively upon Eberwein's evidence for details as to the dates that the homes could have sold and
banking arrangements, amongst other details. It should be said at this time that I found Eberwein to
be a trustworthy, careful witness, not prone to exaggeration. Most of his estimates of time and value
were accurate. These included the time to complete construction of a home and to sell it either
afterwards or as a pre-sale.

80 Mackay's assumptions have been established in evidence for the most part as acceptable
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principles to work with for assessment of damages including: the earlier dates that the homes could
have sold according to Eberwein with the delay resulting in sales in a declining market; the sale
price range according to the Miller/Oord valuations which have been found to be within a
reasonable range of each other; and the real estate commissions generally payable on the sales.
Mackay concluded that the loss related to the delay caused by an alleged breach of contract
included: additional interest expense, payment of two commitment fees for re-financing, loss related
to the selling price of the homes, and loss of opportunity.

81 Mackay ascertained that if the pre-sales of 201 Westridge, 1530 Crystal Creek, and 124
Deerview had occurred as planned, then the Bancorp loan would have been paid off by October
2008, assuming that the plaintiff applied the profits from the sales to the loan, as Eberwein testified
was the financial plan. The plaintiff would then have been in a position to invest funds, leading to
Mackay's calculation of $64,400 for loss of opportunity based upon the lowest risk free return
interest rate of 0.95%.

82 Mackay took the mid-point of the Miller valuation range for his calculation of the loss on the
sale price of the houses. Although this may have been reasonable for use in the opinion, the Oord
values are within an acceptable professional difference from Miller's and are generally lower than
the low point of the Miller valuation, except for 124 Deerview and 201 Westridge. Mackay
deducted estimated commissions from the potential selling price instead of the real commissions
that were paid on the three homes that actually sold by November 2008. Deduction of the actual
commission would have resulted in a lower interest calculation of about $6,000, an amount that the
plaintiff conceded in argument.

83 Mackay estimated the plaintiff's loss to be $1,541,275. The breakdown of that loss appears in
Exhibit 32B, page 3. The plaintiff reduced the amount of this loss by the $6,000 difference in the
interest calculation based upon actual commissions paid on three properties. Overall, the formula
and calculations of Mackay are accepted for what they represent. However, the use of mathematical
calculation for loss of profit from breach of contract is not determinative, especially when, despite
the assumptions in Mackay's report having been established, there is still a significant degree of
uncertainty to them.

Liability

84 The plaintiff's claims are threefold: first, the plaintiff claims breach of contract for failure to
provide "fully serviced" lots as at the completion date and for failure to provide the service of a
community sewage disposal system as at the completion date; second, for misrepresentation
concerning statements made by Klumper in about September 2005 that led Eberwein not to close on
four of the lots that the plaintiff had agreed to purchase; and, third, for breach of contract arising
from the state in which the defendant left several of the lots at the time that the contract closed,
particularly leaving dirt piles on the plaintiff's lots and failing to complete drainage work. The law
was not in issue in this case. The matter turned on the facts.
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(a) Breach of contract related to failure to complete the sewage disposal
system

85 The contract that was entered into between the parties on April 7, 2003 was amended or added
to multiple times as described in paragraph 9. Each addendum began with the opening words:
"Further to the Contract of Purchase and Sale dated April 7, 2003" and included the words "all other
terms and conditions contained in the said agreement remain in the same and in full force and
effect". This contract provided that the defendant was to provide "fully serviced lots" including the
service of a community sewage disposal system supplied by the defendant to the lots. The contract
eventually ended up closing on May 16, 2006.

86 The plaintiff claims that the contract required the construction of a fully operating community
sewage system that satisfied all applicable governmental authorities at the time of closing. The
plaintiff says that the defendant was in breach because this was not done until two years after the
closing, one year after the plaintiff had completed its first house. The defendant does not deny that
the sewage treatment system was incomplete as at the date of closing; however, it says that it
complied with the terms of the contract because the defendant provided community sewage service
by service to the lot line through its pump and haul and that Anmore had no jurisdiction to halt
building permits or, if it did, that this was the plaintiff's problem. In any event, Anmore had
approved the sewage treatment facility when it granted approval to the subdivision and the
subdivision was registered in the Land Title office.

87 The interpretation of the contract must be determined from the words of the contract (Group
Eight Investments Ltd. v. Taddei, 2005 BCCA 489 at para. 19, (Group Eight Investments)). The
plain and ordinary meaning is to be given to words and those words must be interpreted in light of
the whole of the contract (Group Eight Investments at para. 20). Commercial contracts should be
construed in accordance with sound commercial principles and good business sense (Group Eight
Investments at para. 21).

88 Good business sense in this case, as suggested by the plaintiff, would suggest that a builder
who buys lots must be free to build on them upon closing and sell homes that can be occupied
without delay. To suggest otherwise would undermine the commercial purpose of the contract. The
builder who finances the purchase of lots clearly contemplates building and selling the homes upon
closing.

89 The meaning of "fully serviced" and the timing of that service was considered in Johl v.
Avanti Developments Inc. (1991), 20 R.P.R. (2d) 196; [1991] B.C.J. No. 3434 (S.C.) (Johl). The
plaintiff had agreed to purchase 32 "fully serviced lots" in a 58 lot subdivision. The defendant said
that it complied with this term when it contracted with the municipality to provide curbs, gutters,
access lanes and other requirements. These were not completed by the closing date. The trial judge
concluded that all terms and conditions of the contract had to be satisfied by the closing date. It was
"illogical and nonsensical" for the defendants to suggest that servicing of the lots could occur
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sometime after the closing date. He also found it "untenable" for the vendor to suggest that it had
fulfilled its obligation to provide fully serviced lots by entering into the agreement with the
municipality. "Fully" was taken to mean to the full, without deficiency, completely, entirely, and
thoroughly. The plain language of the contract meant that the lots were to be serviced by the closing
date in the sense that servicing would be physically in place.

90 In Shoker v. P.K.S. Investments Ltd., [1993] B.C.J. No. 333 (S.C.), the defendants argued that
the contract for the purchase of six lots was unenforceable for uncertainty because the nature of the
services to be provided to the lots were not defined in the provision requiring the lots to be fully
serviced and ready for building permits. Vickers J. found at para. 20 that permits would only be
issued when the lots were serviced to municipal standards. The services referred to in the agreement
could only mean such services as were required by municipal authority. Reading the two provisions
together, there was no uncertainty that the vendor was required to provide the lots serviced to
municipal standards as at the completion date.

91 Here, the defendant was required to provide "fully serviced lots" and warranted that the
services to be supplied at lot line included a community sewage disposal system. A serviced lot
must be one that is capable of being applied to the purpose for which it is sold, in this case the
building and sale of homes. The interpretation of "fully serviced" must mean that the lot is
completed for purposes of building and sale. In this case, the provisions for a fully serviced lot and
for the service of a community sewage disposal system, taken together, means that a fully
completed and operational community sewage disposal system must have been completed by the
closing date. "Services" and "supplied" can only mean completed services to make good sense. It
was incumbent in this undertaking that the defendant would obtain all necessary approvals and
undertake all necessary acts to ensure that the sewage disposal system was completed by the date of
closing, in this case by May 16, 2006.

92 The defendant was in breach of contract when it failed to provide a completed sewage
disposal system on the closing date. Anmore's refusal to provide building permits is evidence of the
defendant's failure to complete. The defendant admitted that the system was not completed until
July 2008. The defendant's suggestion that it had complied with these provisions because the pipes
were underground so that toilets could be flushed is as untenable as the argument in Johl. A
completed operational community sewage disposal system was to be supplied to the lots on the
closing date. It was not.

93 The system that was to be supplied according to the contract as understood by the words
"community sewage system" was the system that was the subject of the covenant with Anmore and
that is described generally in para. 4. The effect of registration of the covenant under s. 219 of the
Land Title Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 250, was that the lands could only be built upon in accordance
with the covenant. It was never contemplated and, for obvious reasons, the defendant never
informed the plaintiff or others that the septic system was to be of the pump and haul variety.
Anmore had authority at least through the covenant to ensure that the sewage disposal system met
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the criteria of the covenant and the covenant ran with each of the lots in the subdivision. There is no
need to say more.

94 The failure to supply a completed sewage system led to delay in the plaintiff's building
programme when Anmore refused to issue occupancy and building permits because of the state of
the sewage system. The root cause of this delay was the defendant's breach of contract. The period
of delay was from July 2007 to July 2008, a period of 12 months. For damages to be recoverable by
the plaintiff for breach of this contract, it must establish on a balance of probabilities that the
defendant's breach of contract resulted in the damages claimed and that the damages are of the type
of loss that was reasonably foreseeable to the defendant when the contract was made (Houweling
Nurseries Ltd. v. Fisons Western Corp. (1988), 49 D.L.R. (4th) 205, 37 B.C.L.R. (2d) 2 (C.A.)
(Houweling)).

95 The defendant has not argued that the conduct of Anmore broke the chain of causation in the
sense of novus actus interveniens. Therefore, I have not considered this argument, although the
plaintiff had prepared submissions on this issue.

(b) Misrepresentation

96 To be successful in a claim for negligent misrepresentation, the plaintiff must establish five
general requirements as set out by Iacobucci J. in Queen v. Cognos Inc., [1993] 1 S.C.R. 87 at 110
(Cognos):

The required elements for a successful Hedley Byrne claim have been stated in
many authorities, sometimes in varying forms. The decisions of this Court cited
above suggest five general requirements: (1) there must be a duty of care based
on a "special relationship" between the representor and the representee; (2) the
representation in question must be untrue, inaccurate, or misleading; (3) the
representor must have acted negligently in making said misrepresentation; (4) the
representee must have relied, in a reasonable manner, on said negligent
misrepresentation; and (5) the reliance must have been detrimental to the
representee in the sense that damages resulted. In the case at bar, the trial judge
found that all elements were present and allowed the appellant's claim.

97 In this case, in all of the circumstances surrounding the September 2005 representations,
particularly the relationship between Klumper and Eberwein, there is no doubt that the defendant
through Klumper owed a duty of care to Eberwein and the plaintiff not to make negligent
misrepresentations about the situation in the subdivision and the financing requirements for the
ongoing development. It was foreseeable that Eberwein would be relying on the defendant's
information to make his decision whether to give up four of the 18 lots that he had contracted to
purchase. Klumper made no disclaimer to the statements, especially after Bancorp had re-financed
the defendant without involvement of the plaintiff's lots. The plaintiff and defendant had renewed
the contract four times and the defendant had paid a significant deposit to secure his interest in the
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subdivision. There was never a suggestion that the contract had come to an end or that the price of
the lots would be renegotiated. Eberwein relied upon all of the information that Klumper gave him
as to the status of the project and remained committed to the purchase of 18 lots which was
important to the defendant securing financing. The defendant owed the plaintiff a duty of care with
respect to representations made that had the potential to affect the plaintiff's purchase under the
contract.

98 The nature of the misrepresentations made is substantial. Klumper told Eberwein that Terasen
had called its loan when this was not the case. Klumper conveyed a sense of urgency when there
was none. Klumper told Eberwein that Bancorp required the defendant to have more equity in the
development before it would refinance and that this should come from the plaintiff either reducing
the number of lots that it was to purchase or increasing the purchase price, when this was not true.
Klumper told Eberwein that Bancorp was in a position to foreclose on the site when there was no
such risk established. Klumper told Eberwein that the refinancing was to pay out the Terasen
mortgage when the reality was that the refinancing was for many other purposes including payment
of shareholders loans, wages to Sawyer, and an advance on Phase II of the project in which the
plaintiff had no interest and which the defendant still has not developed. Klumper then failed to
advise Eberwein that the defendant had obtained refinancing without the plaintiff having to give up
the four lots that it had contracted to purchase.

99 The failure to divulge highly relevant information is a pertinent consideration in determining
whether the misrepresentation was negligently made (Cognos at 123). There is also the reality here
that Klumper lacked common honesty and did not take care in what he said. Eberwein had already
refused to contribute to increased costs for the project. Klumper then took another approach. The
misrepresentation was basically intended to outsmart the plaintiff out of four of its lots after the
price had risen considerably. Instead of treating the contract as at an end and renegotiating the price
for the lots, Klumper chose to play both Bancorp and the plaintiff to secure the most advantage for
the defendant. The plaintiff has not alleged fraudulent misrepresentation. It is sufficient to conclude,
as I do, that Klumper failed to exercise such reasonable care as the circumstances required so as to
ensure the accuracy of his statements. He either knew or ought to have known that the statements
were false. He also knew or ought to have known that the plaintiff relied upon this information in
making the decision to forego four lots.

100 Eberwein relied upon Klumper's misrepresentations. He had already invested $500,000 by
deposit into this development and was tied to the defendant to complete the subdivision so that the
plaintiff could continue with its business of building homes. With the information relayed by
Klumper, Eberwein faced the prospect of losing his deposit and losing the three years of
appreciation that he had gained on the purchased lots. Giving up four of the 18 lots that he had
contracted to purchase was obviously detrimental to the plaintiff and resulted in significant loss.

(c) Breach of contract and damages related to dirt piles and storm drainage
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101 The defendant admitted and it has been established that it left truckloads of dirt on the
plaintiff's 128 Deerview lot. The defendant's argument that the plaintiff's claim is exaggerated did
not stand up to McArthur's clear and certain evidence. The total invoiced cost for removing this dirt
was $41,310.09 and this amount is awarded in damages.

102 The defendant also failed to provide storm drainage to certain lots as described in para. 34
above. This was required under the condition for "fully serviced" lots and was admitted by the
defendant to have been its responsibility. The suggestion that provision of storm drainage was
conditional upon the plaintiff granting an easement over the lots does not bear scrutiny. No mention
was made of such a requirement at any time and certainly not in the defendant's solicitor's letter to
the plaintiff of August 28, 2007, when the defendant said that it would perform the work. There is
no or insufficient evidence to support the defendant's assertion that the drainage was not properly
engineered or that it is not in an appropriate location. Damages here amount to $20,205.39.

Damages for breach of contract related to failure to complete the sewage disposal system

(a) Principles

103 The method of calculation of damages for loss of profit from breach of contract depends first
upon whether there is any basis for assessment with any degree of certainty in the evidence. The
methodology that should be followed when the evidence offers a basis for assessment was described
by McLachlin J.A. (as she then was) in Houweling at 6 when the learned justice said:

Assessment of damages for lost profits caused by breach of contract is, in this
respect, analogous to assessment of damages for personal injury resulting from a
tortious act. Insofar as mathematical figures and calculations can aid in arriving
at a fair and realistic estimate of damages, they should be used. At the same time,
it must be recognized that aspects of the claim may not be capable of precise
mathematical calculation; this is particularly true of claims for losses in the
future. Even when this is the case, however, mathematical calculations may serve
as a useful guide. In this case, the parties having based their cases on precise
mathematical calculations, it was essential that the trial judge consider the
validity of the factual assumptions on which those calculations were based.

(See Road King v. Farr Fabricating, 2005 BCSC 911 at para. 129 (Road King).)

104 The law with respect to recoverability of lost profits from breach of contract was summarised
in Houweling at 8 as follows:

In my view, the law may be summarized as follows. The basic rule is that
damages for lost profits, like all damages for breach of contract, must be proven
on a balance of probabilities. Where it is shown with some degree of certainty
that a specific contract was lost as a result of the breach, with a consequent loss
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of profit, that sum should be awarded. However, damages may also be awarded
for loss of more conjectural profits, where the evidence demonstrates the
possibility that contracts have been lost because of the breach, and also
establishes that it is probable that some of these possible contracts would have
materialized, had the breach not occurred. In such a case, the court should make a
moderate award, recognizing that some of the contracts may not have
materialized had there been no breach.

The matter may be put another way. Even though the plaintiff may not be able to
prove with certainty that it would have obtained specific contracts but for the
breach, it may be able to establish that the defendant's breach of contract
deprived it of the opportunity to obtain such business. The plaintiff is entitled to
compensation for the loss of that opportunity. But it would be wrong to assess the
damages for that lost opportunity as though it were a certainty.

(See Seaboard Life Insurance Co. v. Bank of Montreal, 2002 BCCA 192 at para. 88; Road King at
para. 130; Welsh Enterprises Ltd. v. M. Milligan & Associates Ltd., 2005 BCSC 1095 at para. 114;
T-Bar Contracting Ltd. v. Woodland Equipment Inc., 2010 BCSC 1036 at para. 133.)

105 The issue of assessing damages for loss of opportunity as a result of breach of contract was
addressed by the Court of Appeal in Pacific Destination Properties Inc. v. Granville West Capital
Corp., 1999 BCCA 115 at paras. 54-55:

[54] In assessing damages for loss of opportunity the court must reach a
conclusion as to what would have taken place had there been no breach. If it is
shown with some degree of certainty that a specific contract was lost as a result
of the defendant's breach, some damages should be awarded. Even though the
plaintiff may not be able to prove with certainty that it would have obtained
specific results but for the breach, it may be able to establish that the defendant's
breach deprived it of the opportunity to obtain such business. See: Houweling
Nurseries Ltd. v. Fisons Western Corp. (1988), 37 B.C.L.R. (2d) 2 (C.A.).

[55] In Bradshaw Construction Ltd. v. Bank of Nova Scotia (1992), 73 B.C.L.R.
(2d) 212 (C.A.) this Court considered the principles applicable to damages,
including a claim of a loss of opportunity. At pages 228-229, the court referred to
the following as a correct statement of the applicable law for loss of opportunity
(as set out by the trial judge):

When deciding whether the plaintiff suffered any damages as a
consequence of the actions of the defendant, Bradshaw must prove the
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existence of a loss on a balance of probabilities. It has done so. But when it
comes to assessing the actual amount of the loss the standard of proof is
not so strict.

Determining the amount of damages in these circumstances is largely a
matter of assessing the strength and weaknesses of various possibilities. It
is much like measuring the amount of a past or future loss of income in a
personal injury action. The more certain the possibility of the loss the
greater the award; the less certain the possibility the smaller the award.
When looking at events that may have taken place but for a certain event, it
is impossible to say what would have probably happened when that event
came about, because one does not know the nature of the circumstances at
the relevant time when the event might have occurred. The best that can be
estimated are the possibilities, not the probabilities.

106 Another applicable principle is the doctrine of remoteness. The defendant is liable for such
losses as, in all of the circumstances, he ought reasonably to have contemplated at the time the
contract was made (Houweling at 9). The fact that the amount of lost profits may exceed the parties'
expectations does not render the damages too remote (Houweling at 10). Ultimately, the plaintiff is
entitled to damages that it has established it has lost with reasonable certainty (Houweling ibid.).

107 In New Horizon Investments Ltd. v. Montroyal Estates Ltd. (1982), 26 R.P.R. 268
(B.C.S.C.), the plaintiff had lost the opportunity to purchase lots in a subdivision as a result of
breach of contract just when the market was at its peak. The court assessed damages as at the date
of the breach with reference to the profits which both parties contemplated the plaintiff would make
but for the breach. This did not require a precise estimation. However, contingencies based upon the
reality of the market and nature of the business had to be taken into account. When the real estate
market is uncertain and damages are based upon timing in the market, the estimate of damages
needs to be conservative. At 279, the court stressed that damages are to be assessed, not calculated.
By this was meant:

Up to this point I have been attempting to calculate damages for the purpose of
testing what the range of damages should be. The law does not intend that
damages should be calculated. Damages are to be assessed, not calculated. An
assessment of damages is the application of judgment and fairness (to both
parties) which requires me to consider all relevant factors as of the date of the
breach without the constraints which the assumptions mentioned above (or any
assumptions) impose upon an arithmetical calculation.

(b) Computation of damages for breach of contract related to failure to
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complete the sewage disposal system

108 The claim of the plaintiff here is for damages caused by the delay in completion of the
sewage disposal system related to the plaintiff's inability to build and sell homes as projected during
the period of the delay. It should be said immediately that there is no issue as to remoteness here.
The defendant was aware that delay in completing the sewage disposal system would jeopardize
building projects and sales in the subdivision and was quick to move to resolve the problem only
when its own sale of 320 Forestview was in jeopardy.

109 While Mackay's assumptions were basically proven in the evidence, there is still
considerable uncertainty to acceptance of the mathematical calculation of lost profits based upon
expected contracts. However, the method of calculating loss based upon additional interest and
financial costs paid, loss on the sale price of homes, and loss of opportunity is an acceptable
framework for reviewing damages in this case. Mackay did not consider all of the variables or
uncertainties affecting the prospective sale of each property. These variables and uncertainties tend
to mount such that a strict mathematical calculation of eventual sales prices minus appraised value
at the market peak can be used only as a rough guide to an appropriate award and sometimes not at
all. Because both Miller's and Oord's valuations were within a professional differential in their
appraised values for the most part, I have generally chosen the lower figure as a moderate approach
to the loss here.

110 The first assessment relates to the claim for damages from the reduction in the selling prices
of some of the homes from what could have been expected as at the anticipated selling date within
the delay period and the actual selling price at some other time.

111 Mackay accepted the dates that Eberwein gave for potential completion and sale of the
homes. These dates were accepted in evidence but are still uncertain because they are projections.
Eberwein had applied for permits for all of the homes, except for 209 Westridge. If all of these
properties had been sold within the delay period, this would have represented an absorption rate of
.5 per month, well within the plaintiff's historical sale rate and in accordance with the Anmore rate
over this period. But, the plaintiff would not have sold all of these properties right at the peak. It is
also unlikely that he would have sold every property at the highest price possible. It is likely that
some of the sales might not have completed and the properties would have to be resold. Further, the
plaintiff would have been subject to declining prices and sales after April 2008 just like everyone
else. The absorption rate after the delay period is not in evidence. Not all of the properties were
listed continuously for sale during the delay or immediately after. It was not certain that the plaintiff
would have borrowed to build on every lot during the delay period or that he would have built on
every lot during this time, notwithstanding that he had applied for a building permit for most of
them and that he pre-sold many of his properties. Finally, the land and development costs that
would have been incurred in relation to these profits was not in evidence.

112 Three properties, 205 Westridge, 217 Westridge, and 120 Deerview did sell during the delay
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period and within relative time to the market peak. 205 Westridge sold within 29 days of listing at
over list price given the extras. 217 Westridge was listed for sale throughout the delay period and at
the peak in April 2008 at a price that was too high according to Oord. It sold within three months of
the peak at a price higher than the March 2007 list price but lower than the appraised valuation.
There was, however, an addendum to this agreement that required the vendor to have obtained an
occupancy permit by July 20, 2008, or pay $20,000 and give the purchaser the option to terminate.
205 Westridge sold within the delay period, in July 2008, and at a price within the appraised
valuation. However, it was a condition of that sale that the buyer receive a report that the sewage
system was completed prior to July 14, 2008. A three day extension had to be given. The inclusion
of a condition related to completion of the sewage system for both 205 and 217 Westridge
demonstrates how the breach caused problems for sale of the properties. Not all purchasers would
have agreed to this uncertainty; however, these properties did sell. 120 Deerview sold almost at the
peak, in May 2008, for an amount within the appraised value. The deal collapsed for reasons
unrelated to the delay. The property did not sell again until June 2009. Looking at these three
properties, it is not reasonable to say that they probably would have sold at a higher price but for the
delay. They sold at a reasonable price during the period of the delay. In the end, I cannot conclude
that any profits were lost on these three sales because of the delay.

113 It appeared that 124 Deerview was never listed for sale during the delay period even though
Eberwein had applied for a building permit in September 2007. Eberwein testified that he had
intended to borrow to build on this lot during the delay but decided to wait. It was listed for sale
afterwards as a bare lot and sold in November 2008 for $570,000 plus building contract of $980,000
for a total sale price of $1,550,000. The home was not built until 2009/2010. While it is possible
that this contract may have concluded earlier, especially given Eberwein's evidence that he intended
to build on it during the period of delay, an award must take into account the uncertainty of this
occurring given the nature of the ultimate sale and the time that it took for a home to actually be
built.

114 The application for a permit to build 1530 Crystal Creek was submitted in October 2007.
Eberwein testified that this was one of his most saleable properties which he expected to sell
quickly. The fact is, however, that this property did not sell until April 2010. It had been listed for
sale starting in June 2009 until February 2010. The length of time that it did take to sell this
property suggests that Eberwein's enthusiasm for a quick sale was overly optimistic. The eventual
sale price was lower than either Miller or Oord's valuation as at October 2007. While there is a
possibility that this property could have sold during the delay period, it is slight given that other of
the plaintiff's properties were selling and that this property was never listed for sale at the relevant
time. An award for loss of profit here should be modest given the level of uncertainty of sale.

115 The same could be said for 201 Westridge. This was a corner lot so generally less desirable
according to Eberwein, although also more affordable. This was another lot that Eberwein testified
that he had intended to borrow to build on during the delay but decided to wait. This property was
not listed for sale until June 2009. It remained listed but did not sell until May 2010. There is a
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difference in the actual selling price on the contract of sale (Exhibit 1, Tab 84) versus Mackay's sale
price ($1,375,000 versus $1,294,100) which was not explained. Because this was one of the homes
that Eberwein intended to borrow to build on during this period, there is a possibility that this
property would have sold in the delay period.

116 209 Westridge is a clear example of the plaintiff losing a sale because of breach of contract
for failure to complete the sewage disposal system. The plaintiff had purchased this lot outside of
the contract in August 2007 for $620,000. Eberwein knew about the sewage problem at the time but
was sure that it would be quickly resolved as Klumper had assured. Eberwein already had a buyer
lined up. The plaintiff immediately sold the property as a pre-sale in August 2007. The sale
collapsed in February 2008 because of the sewage issue. This sale would have completed but for the
delay caused by the breach of contract. Eberwein did not start another build on the property because
of the continuing problems but listed the property for sale as a bare lot in March 2008. The plaintiff
eventually built a house on that property in 2009 that is still listed for sale. The current value of the
property is $1,510,000. Miller and Oord differed by $35,000 as to the value of this property as if
sold in April 2008. Oord took the August 2007 sale price of $1,580,000 without acknowledgment of
an increase in a rising market. Accordingly, I accept the Miller valuation here.

117 There is uncertainty as to the comparative values of the houses built and that could be built
on 201 Westridge, as compared to the August 2007 sale price house. Because the original house
could not be built, it is unknown how much the smaller house would have sold for at the time of the
first sale. Mackay calculated that the plaintiff lost ($1,615,000 - $1,510,000) $105,000 on the
collapse of this sale from the delay caused by the defendant's breach of contract based upon a
simple calculation of the difference between the sale price in 2007 and the present appraised value.

118 The plaintiff had sold 136 Deerview and was prepared to build but could not get a permit. As
a result of this delay, the completion date for the sale had to be changed and the sale eventually
completed in August 2008. This delay was caused solely by the breach of contract; however, the
plaintiff claims only for increased financing costs caused by the delay in completion of this sale.

119 Mackay calculated the loss related to the selling price of the homes (except for 209
Westridge and 136 Deerview) at $899,000 based upon a straight differential between the potential
and actual selling prices minus commission. If 205 Westridge, 217 Westridge, and 120 Deerview
are excluded from the calculation, the Mackay amount is reduced to $493,882 based upon Mackay's
use of the mid-point of the Miller evaluation. If the lowest valuation is applied, then the calculation
in respect of these properties is lower.

120 The second basis for assessment of damages concerns the claim for additional interest
expense caused by the delay in selling homes. In principle, and based upon Mackay's assessment, it
is foreseeable that the plaintiff would pay more interest on the loans that it had incurred to finance
the purchase of lots if the sale of those lots was delayed as a result of the breach. The actual
assessment of such loss is, however, problematical because of the uncertainty that the debt would
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have been paid off by October 2008 as Mackay concluded, and because of the variables in this
assessment that have been left hanging in the evidence.

121 Mackay said that the debt incurred for all of the properties was $6,164,000. The balance on
the debt was $2,364,100 on October 1, 2008, the date when Mackay stated that the debt would have
been paid in full if the properties had been sold as Eberwein described and if the proceeds from
these sales had been applied to this debt. Seven of the 15 properties included in this total debt are
not the subject of a claim here. It is not known what portion of this debt is actually attributable to
the properties that are the subject of this claim.

122 Although Eberwein testified that he would have applied all of the proceeds from sales of the
homes to the Bancorp debt, the evidence related to this debt does not show that this was always the
case or, if it were, what amount would have been applied, when it would have been applied, and
whether additional amounts would have been borrowed to finance ongoing construction. The
Bancorp loan of $6,164,000 was taken out in December 2007. If the total debt was as described by
Mackay, then it appears that the proceeds from the sale of 213 Westridge were not applied to the
loan. The 213 Westridge sale completed in August 2007. The sale of 205 Westridge completed on
October 30, 2008 with the deposit increased to $100,000 in July 2008. It does not appear that the
deposit amount was applied to the loan. Eberwein said that the proceeds of 205 Westridge and 217
Westridge were applied to Bancorp's successor, Coast Capital, loan. Application of the 205
Westridge proceeds would have reduced the amount of the loan significantly by late October 2008.
The proceeds of sales of 136 and 128 Deerview were not applied until August 2008 according to
Mackay, although the sales completed in June 2008 and probably sometime in 2007 respectively.
Also, it does not appear that the total sales price was always applied to the loan, other amounts not
related to the properties were applied from time to time, and additional borrowings would have been
incurred to finance ongoing construction.

123 Based upon his assumptions, Mackay calculated additional interest of $161,000 from March
14, 2008 and of $249,600 from October 2, 2008 to August 31, 2010, for a total claim of additional
interest expense of $410,600. There are many uncertainties and variables to this equation, taking
into account all of the factors that have been already described.

124 With respect to the claim for additional commitment fees paid, Mackay described that the
plaintiff refinanced its loan to take advantage of lower interest rates and incurred a commitment fee
of $27,000 in October 2008, and another fee of $37,000 in October 2009 when the new loan became
due. Eberwein switched the loan from Royal Bank to Bancorp in December 2007, during the period
of the delay, to take advantage of equity lending and advantageous interest rates. It was to mature in
August 2008. Eberwein began looking into alternative financiers in the spring of 2008. Given the
uncertainty as to the amount of a loan that would have been continuing but for the breach, the fact
that the Bancorp loan would have been renegotiated in any event in August 2008, the likelihood that
the plaintiff would have taken advantage of reduced rates in any event, Coast Capital's decision not
to fund builders, and the unlikely extension of continuing responsibility for the loan based solely
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upon the breach into late 2009, I do not conclude that these amounts would probably not have been
incurred if there had been no breach of contract.

125 The claim for loss of opportunity based upon the excess funds that would have been invested
if the loan had been paid is just too speculative to assess given all of the uncertainty described
above.

126 Doing my best, given all of the difficulties in assessing damages in these circumstances and
given all the matters that affect the question of damages, and proceeding cautiously, the measure of
damages for loss related to the sale price of the homes and additional interest expense is assessed at
$450,000.

Damages for Misrepresentation

127 The plaintiff is entitled to be put in the position it would have been in had the negligent
misrepresentation not been made (Payne v. Eagle Ridge Pontiac GMC Ltd., 2010 BCSC 1085 at
paras. 12-15 (Payne)). In Payne at para. 15, Madam Justice C. Lynn Smith relied upon the decision
of Goepel J. in San-Co Holdings Ltd. v. Kerr, 2009 BCSC 1747, 90 R.P.R. (4th) 122, a case
involving a negligent misrepresentation that induced a purchaser to purchase real property. There, at
para. 44, the Court said:

[44] Further, and in any event, to succeed on a claim for negligent
misrepresentation, the plaintiff must establish damages. The proper measure of
damages is the difference between the price paid and the fair market value taking
into account the true condition of the property at the date of sale: Sorenson v.
Kaye Holdings Ltd., [1979] 6 W.W.R. 193, 14 B.C.L.R. 204, (C.A.); Cosway v.
Boorman's Investment Co. Ltd., 2008 BCSC 1482.

The important point for application here is that the damage equation is to be considered as at the
date of sale or, in this case, the date of the agreement giving up the four lots, that is, December
2005.

128 In Wiebe v. Gunderson, 2004 BCCA 456, rev'g on other grounds 2003 BCSC 1282 (Wiebe
BCSC), Newbury J.A. approved the law as stated by the learned trial judge at para. 9:

[9] ... the general rule that damages for fraudulent misrepresentation are assessed
as at the date of the breach, citing the locus classicus of Peek v. Derry (1887), 37
Ch. D. 541 (Eng. C.A.), reversed (on the basis that no fraud was shown) sub
nom. Derry v. Peek (1889), L.R. 14 App. Cas. 337, [1886-1890] All E.R. Rep. 1
(U.K. H.L.).

The learned trial judge had stated in Wiebe BCSC at para. 231:
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[231] The general rule is that the date on which damages are assessed is at the
date of the breach. As Cotton, L.J. put it in the trial decision in Peek v. Derry
(1887), 37 Ch. D. 541 at p. [565 (Eng. C.A.)]:

The damage to be recovered by the Plaintiff is the loss which he sustained
by acting on the representations of the Defendants. That action was taking
the shares. Before he was induced to buy the shares, he had the GBP 4000
in his pocket. The day when the shares were allotted to him, which was the
consequence of his action, he paid over the GBP 4000, and he got the
shares; and the loss sustained by him in consequence of his acting on the
representations of the Defendants was having the shares, instead of having
in his pocket the GBP 4000. The loss, therefore, must be the difference
between the GBP 4000 and the then value of the shares . . . . If the
company at the time was a good company and the shares had an intrinsic
value, then no fact which subsequently occurred . . . ought to add to the
damages to be paid by the Defendants.

129 This Court has approved the general rule that the date on which damages are assessed is at
the date of the breach in Casillan v. 565204 B.C. Ltd., 2009 BCSC 1335 at para. 29, and Van Beek
v. Dodd, 2010 BCSC 1639 at paras. 89-90.

130 The defendant agreed with the law and the amounts claimed by the plaintiff for
misrepresentation. However, the date of valuation of the loss as chosen by the plaintiff from the
Miller appraisals was the value as at December 2010, not the value as at December 2005, the date
that the plaintiff contracted for fewer lots. Miller did provide a valuation as at December 2005, and
that is the date that I have determined to be the effective date for purposes of evaluation of the
damages for misrepresentation.

131 The plaintiff would have purchased 18 lots were it not for the misrepresentation. The
plaintiff gave back four lots that were originally priced as follows: 225 Westridge at $218,000, 229
Westridge at $218,000, 116 Deerview at $228,000, and 1522 Crystal Creek at $228,000. The value
of these lots as at December 2005 according to Miller's appraisal was: 225 Westridge at $440,000,
229 Westridge at $420,000, 116 Deerview at $455,000, and 1522 Crystal Creek at $435,000.

132 The amount of lost appreciation on the lots and the amount of damages awarded for the
misrepresentation is: $ (440,000 - 218,000) + (420,000 - 218,000) + (455,000 - 228,000) + (435,000
- 228,000) = $858,000. The plaintiff did not claim for additional profits that it could have made
from the sale of homes or the lots themselves, nor did it calculate the financing costs that it would
have borne to purchase the four lots.

Conclusion
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133 The plaintiff is awarded damages for breach of contract related to failure to complete the
sewage disposal system in the amount of $450,000, for misrepresentation in the amount of
$858,000, and for breach of contract related to dirt piles and storm drainage in the amount of
$61,515.48. Total damages are $1,369,515.48. The plaintiff is also entitled to court ordered interest
and to costs on Scale B.

J.R. DILLON J.

cp/e/qlrds/qljxr/qlced/qlbdp
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